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This report describes how the Israel Defense Force (IDF) evolved to meet an adaptive and 
determined hybrid adversary during its wars in Gaza.  It then draws a series of lessons 
from the Israeli experience for the U.S. Army and the joint force: from the importance 
of armored vehicles and active protection systems to the limitations of airpower in urban 
terrain and of conventional militaries to deter nonstate actors.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• How did the IDF operate in Gaza?

• What strategic, operational, tactical, and technological lessons did the IDF learn about urban 
operations from their experiences in Gaza? 

• What lessons can the joint force—and the U.S. Army in particular—learn from the Israeli experience?

KEY FINDINGS

Lessons the U.S. Forces Can Derive from Israel’s Wars in Gaza

• Understanding hybrid adversaries requires appreciating not only their military capabilities, but also the 
unique set of political pressures that shape their actions.

• In asymmetric conflicts, public support for the conflict often hinges more on the popular perceptions 
of the campaign’s success than it does on friendly casualties.

• Modern democratic militaries must increasingly confront lawfare—the strategy of using (or misusing) 
law as a substitute for traditional military means to achieve a warfighting objective—when combating 
irregular forces, especially in urban terrain.

• Air power faces significant limitations in dense urban terrain, especially against hybrid adversaries. 
Throughout these conflicts, the Israeli Air Force struggled to stop rocket fire from Gaza, much less 
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pressure Hamas to sue for peace.

• Even advanced militaries face significant challenges in detecting tunnels and fighting in subterranean 
environments. The IDF was caught flat-footed by Gaza tunnel threat.

• Armored vehicles and active protective systems prove invaluable in urban warfare. Armored vehicles 
equipped with active protection allowed IDF units to maneuver inside Gaza without incurring 
significant casualties. 

• Missile defense has significant potential. While the effectiveness of Israel’s Iron Dome program is 
debated by outside experts, nearly all Israeli experts—inside the IDF and outside government—believe 
the system works. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

• The U.S. Army should invest in active protection systems and armored vehicles.

• The U.S. Army should expand its training and preparations for subterranean warfare.

• The U.S. Army and the joint force should further develop and field rocket and missile defense 
capabilities.

• The joint force should incorporate combating lawfare as part of its planning for these campaigns.

• The joint force should recognize the limitations of airpower in dense urban terrain and accept the need 
for ground forces in these operations.
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